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MICROSCOPIC MODEL OF NUCLEAR THEORY
•  Nuclear effective field theories allow to systematically derive Hamiltonians and consistent 

electroweak currents 
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• They connect the underlaying theory of strong interactions, QCD, with nuclear observables 
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QUANTUM MONTE CARLO

The variational Moment Carlo method approximates the ground-state with a variational ansatz that 
explicitly includes two and three-body correlations

Nuclear many-body methods aim at solving the Schrödinger equation with controlled approximations

The optimal set of variational parameters is found by minimizing the variational energy
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FIG. 3. Spectra of A=4–12 nuclei. The energy spectra obtained with the NV2+3-Ia chi-

ral interactions are compared to experimental data. Also shown are results obtained with the

phenomenological AV18+IL7 interactions.
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QUANTUM MONTE CARLO
The Green’s function Monte Carlo uses imaginary-time projection techniques to extract the ground-state 
of the system from the trial wave function 
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final state
��Y f

↵
with momentum Pµ

f = (E f ,P f ), and momentum conservation implies qµ =

pµ
e � pe

0µ = Pµ
f �Pµ

i . Furthermore, the interaction proceeds through the exchange of a space-
like virtual photon, for which q2

µ = w2 �q2 < 0†. In electron-induced reactions w and q can
vary independently (provided that |q| > w), as opposed to reactions induced by real photons
where |q|= w . In elastic reactions w = 0 (neglecting the recoil of the nucleus), which implies
|Yii =

��Y f
↵
. Reactions in which w 6= 0 are instead called inelastic. To different values of

w = E f �Ei, correspond different excitation energies of the nucleus. As w increases to a
few MeV, low-lying (discrete) nuclear excited states can be accessed. For energies transferred
of the order of ⇠ 10� 30 MeV, giant resonance modes in the continuum spectrum of the
nucleus are excited, while for values of wq.e. ⇠ q2/(2m) quasi-elastic effects dominate, in
which the reaction is in first approximation well described as if electrons were scattered off
single nucleons. Beyond the quasi-elastic energy region, meson production can be observed.
A schematic representation of the double differential cross section for electron scattering at a
fixed value of momentum transfer q is provided in Figure 7.

Because in inelastic electron scattering w and q can vary independently, for each value
of excitation energy w , one can study the matrix elements’ behavior as a function of the
momentum transfer. In particular, by varying q one changes the spatial resolution of the
electron probe, which is µ 1/|q|. At low values of momentum transfer, electron scattering
reactions probe long ranged dynamics, while at higher values of momentum transfer shorter
distance phenomena are tested, where dynamics from heavier mesons and baryons become
relevant.

Figure 7. (Color online) Schematic representation of the double differential cross section at
fixed value of momentum transfer.

Cross sections for elastic scattering and scattering to discrete excited states, for which
the transferred energy w is fixed, are expressed in terms of longitudinal (or charge) and
transverse (or magnetic) form factors, which are functions of the momentum transferred
q = |q|, and provide information on the e.m. charge and current spatial distributions inside
the nucleus. The double differential cross section for inclusive processes, in which only
the scattered electron is detected, is expressed in terms of the longitudinal and transverse

† The four-vector squared qµ qµ is here denoted with q2
µ .

NEUTRINO-NUCLEUS SCATTERING
The inclusive cross section is characterized by a variety of reaction mechanisms 

The response functions contain all nuclear-dynamics information 

R↵�(!,q) =
X

f

h 0|J†
↵(q)| f ih f |J�(q)| 0i�(! � Ef + E0)

Courtesy of S. Pastore
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EUCLIDEAN RESPONSES
The integral transform of the response function is expressed as a ground-state expectation value

6

E↵�(�,q) ⌘
Z

d!K(�,!)R↵�(!,q)E↵�(�,q) = h 0|J†
↵(q)K(�, H � E0)J�(q)| 0i

The Lorentz and the Gaussian kernels are typically used in many-body calculations
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MeV, in Fig. 14, we also show (in dark blue) the theo-
retical curves shifted on the experimental threshold en-
ergy. When integrating the theoretical photo-absorption
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FIG. 14. (Color online) Comparison of the LIT-CCSD
dipole cross section of 40Ca with the photoabsorption data of
Ref. [63]. The grey curve starts from the theoretical thresh-
old, while the dark/blue curve is shifted to the experimental
threshold.

cross section up to 100 MeV we obtain an enhancement
 = 0.69� 0.73 of the Thomas-Reiche-Kuhn sum rule.

Let us also consider the dipole polarizability because of
its considerable experimental and theoretical interest [71,
72]. From the dipole response function S(!) one can
obtain the electric dipole polarizability

↵E = 2↵

Z 1

!th

d!
S(!)

!
(52)

as an inverse energy weighted sum rule. In analogy
to Ref. [73], electric dipole polarizability can be also
obtained directly from the Lanczos approach [74–76],
avoiding the inversion of the integral transform. The
removal of center of mass spuriosities for this observable
can be done in the same way as explained in Section III C.
In this case

↵E = 2↵
X

⌫

|h'N
⌫ |⇥|0i|2

✏N⌫

(53)

and the spurious states can be removed from the sum.
Both from the Lanczos approach and integrating the re-
sponse function up to 100 MeV we obtain ↵E = 1.47 fm3

within 5%. With the present N3LO nucleon-nucleon in-
teraction we predict a polarizability for 40Ca, which is
rather low in comparison to the experimental value of
↵
exp
E = 2.23(3) fm3 [63]. If we integrate the strength after

shifting it to the experimental threshold (dark/blue curve
in Fig. 14) we obtain roughly ↵E = 1.82 fm3, thus mov-
ing in the direction of the experimental value. We also

note that if we integrate the cross section data by Ahrens
et al. [63] we obtain 1.95(26) fm3 for the dipole polar-
izability. It is worth to mention that with the present
nucleon-nucleon interaction 40Ca is about 20 MeV over-
bound and with a charge radius Rch = 3.05 fm, which
is considerably smaller than the experimental value of
3.4776(19) fm [77]. This points towards a general prob-
lem of the present Hamiltonian, which does not provide
good saturation properties of nuclei, leading to too small
radii and consequently too small polarizabilities.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

We presented in detail an approach that combines
the Lorentz integral transform with the coupled-cluster
method, named LIT-CC, for the computation of the
dipole response function in 4He, 16,22O and 40Ca. The
benchmark of this method against the EIHH in 4He gives
us the necessary confidence for the computation in heav-
ier nuclei. The LIT-CCSD approximation yielded results
for the total photonuclear dipole cross section of oxy-
gen and calcium isotopes that are in semi-quantitative
agreement with data. This opens the way for interesting
investigations of the response functions of heavier nuclei,
also beyond the stability valley.
The comparison of the LITs of the response functions

of 16O and 22O shows a larger total area of the latter
(corresponding to the relative bremsstrahlung sum rule)
and a slight shift of the peak to lower energy. Such a shift
already envisages the possibility of more strength in that
region. This becomes manifest after the inversion. For
22O we found a very interesting dipole cross section ex-
hibiting two peaks: A small one at 8-9 MeV and a larger
one at 21-22 MeV. We also extend our calculations fur-
ther out in mass number, presenting first results on the
GDR of 40Ca. In this case we observe that, with re-
spect to experiment, the N3LO nucleon-nucleon interac-
tion leads to larger excitation energy of the GDR, which
is consistent with the over-binding, the too small charge
radius and dipole polarizability we obtain for 40Ca. The
results presented here also open the way to systematic
investigations of more general electro-weak responses of
medium-mass nuclei with an ab-initio approach.
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EUCLIDEAN RESPONSES
Our GFMC calculations rely on the Laplace kernel

At finite imaginary time the contributions from 
large energy transfer are quickly suppressed
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The system is first heated up by the transition 
operator. Its cooling determines the Euclidean 
response of the system



EUCLIDEAN RESPONSES
Inverting the Euclidean response is an ill posed problem: any set of observations is limited and 
noisy and the situation is even worse since the kernel is a smoothing operator.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Same as Fig. 1 but for the electromag-
netic transverse response functions. Since pion production
mechanisms are not included, the present theory underesti-
mates the (transverse) strength in the � peak region, see in
particular the q=570 MeV/c case.

of R↵(q,!)—so called Euclidean response [11]—which we
define as

E↵(q, ⌧) =

Z 1

!
+
el

d! e�!⌧
R↵(q,!)

[Gp

E
(q,!)]2

, (2)

where Gp

E
(q,!) is the (free) proton electric form factor

and the integration excludes the contribution due to elas-
tic scattering (!el is the energy of the recoiling ground
state). We elaborate this issue further below; for now
it su�ces to note that, in the specific case of 12C, the
ground state has quantum numbers J⇡ =0+ and there-
fore the elastic contribution vanishes in the transverse
channel. With the definition given in Eq. (2), the Eu-
clidean response function above can be thought of as be-
ing due to point-like, but strongly interacting, nucleons,
and can simply be expressed as

E↵(q, ⌧)=h0|O†
↵
(q)e�(H�E0)⌧O↵(q)|0i� |F↵(q)|2e�⌧!el ,

(3)
where H is the nuclear Hamiltonian (here, the AV18/IL7
model), F↵(q) = h0|O↵(q)|0i is the elastic form fac-
tor, and in the electromagnetic operators O↵(q) the de-

pendence on the energy transfer ! has been removed
by dividing the current j↵(q,!) by Gp

E
(q,!) [15]. The

calculation of this matrix element is then carried out
with GFMC methods [11] similar to those used in pro-
jecting out the exact ground state of H from a trial
state [28]. It proceeds in two steps. First, an un-
constrained imaginary-time propagation of the state |0i
is performed and saved. Next, the states O↵(q)|0i
are evolved in imaginary time following the path pre-
viously saved. During this latter imaginary-time evolu-
tion, scalar products of exp [�(H�E0) ⌧i]O↵(q)|0i with
O↵(q)|0i are evaluated on a grid of ⌧i values, and from
these scalar products estimates for E↵(q, ⌧i) are obtained
(a complete discussion of the methods is in Refs. [11, 29]).
Following Ref. [15] (see also extended material submit-

ted in support of that publication), we have exploited
maximum entropy techniques [13, 14] to perform the an-
alytic continuation of the Euclidean response function—
corresponding to the inversion of the Laplace transform
of Eq. (2). However, we have improved on the inver-
sion procedure described in [15] in order to better prop-
agate the statistical errors associated with E↵(q, ⌧) into
R↵(q,!). Specifically, the smallest possible value for pa-
rameter ↵ (see Ref. [15]) has been chosen to perform a
first inversion of the Laplace transform, which is then in-
dependent on the prior. The resulting response function
R(0) is the one whose Laplace transform E(0) is the clos-
est to the original average GFMC Euclidean response.
Then, N = 100 Euclidean response functions are sam-
pled from a multivariate gaussian distribution, with mean
value E(0) and covariance estimated from the original set
of GFMC Euclidean responses. The corresponding re-
sponse functions, obtained using the so called “historic
maximum entropy” technique, are used to estimate the
mean value and the variance of the final inverted response
function.

q (MeV/c) 2+ 0+ 4+

300 0.1286 0.0311 0.0060
380 0.0745 0.0051 0.0075
570 0.0064 0.0046 0.0037

TABLE I. Measured longitudinal transition form factors, de-
fined as hf |OL(q)|0i/Z, to the f =2+, 0+ (Hoyle), and 4+
states in 12C. Experimental data are from Refs. [30–32], and
have been divided by the proton electric form factorGp

E(q,!f )
with !f = Ef � E0.

We now proceed to address the issue alluded to earlier.
The low-lying spectrum of 12C consists of J⇡ =2+, 0+

(Hoyle), and 4+ states with excitation energies E?

f
� E0

experimentally known to be, respectively, 4.44, 7.65, and
14.08 in MeV units [33]. The contributions of these states
to the quasi-elastic longitudinal and transverse response
functions extracted from inclusive (e, e0) cross section
measurements are not included. Therefore, before com-
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to self-consistently account for nucleon and nuclear struc-
ture [24, 25], leads to a reduction of the proton elec-
tric form factor, and, as a consequence, to a significant
quenching of the longitudinal response function of nu-
clear matter and associated Coulomb sum rule [18]. Such
a model does not explain the large enhancement of the
transverse response or the momentum-transfer depen-
dence in the quenching of the longitudinal one. It should
also be noted that medium modifications are not an in-
evitable consequence of the quark substructure of the nu-
cleon. For example, a study of the two-nucleon problem
in a flux-tube model of six quarks interacting via single
gluon and pion exchanges [26] indicates that the nucle-
ons retain their individual identities down to very short
separations, with little distortion of their substructures.

Figures 1–2, showing a comparison between the exper-
imental and theoretical RL(q,!) and RT (q,!) for mo-
mentum transfer values in the range 300–570 MeV/c,
immediately lead to the main conclusions of the present
work: (i) the dynamical approach outlined above (with
free nucleon electromagnetic form factors) is in excellent
agreement with experiment in both the longitudinal and
transverse channels; (ii) as illustrated by the di↵erence
between the plane-wave-impulse-approximation (PWIA)
and GFMC one-body-current predictions (curves labeled
PWIA and GFMC-O1b), correlations and interaction ef-
fects in the final states redistribute strength from the
quasi-elastic peak to the threshold and high-energy trans-
fer regions; and (iii) while the contributions from two-
body charge operators tend to slightly reduce RL(q,!)
in the threshold region, those from two-body currents
generate a large excess of strength in RT (q,!) over
the whole !-spectrum (curves labeled GFMC-O1b and
GFMC-O1b+2b), thus o↵setting the quenching noted in
(ii) in the quasi-elastic peak.

As a result of the present study, a consistent picture
of the electromagnetic response of nuclei emerges, which
is at variance with the conventional one of quasi-elastic
scattering as being dominated by single-nucleon knock-
out. This fact also has implications for the nuclear weak
response probed in inclusive neutrino scattering induced
by charge-changing and neutral current processes. In
particular, the energy dependence of the cross section
is quite important in extracting neutrino oscillation pa-
rameters. An earlier study of the sum rules associated
with the weak transverse and vector-axial interference re-
sponse functions in 12C found [27] a large enhancement
due to two-body currents in both the vector and axial
components of the neutral current. Only neutral weak
processes have been considered so far, but one would
expect these conclusions to remain valid in the case of
charge-changing ones. In this connection, it is important
to realize that neutrino and anti-neutrino cross sections
only di↵er in the sign of this vector-axial interference re-
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Electromagnetic longitudinal response
functions of 12C for q in the range (300–570) MeV. Exper-
imental data are from Refs. [9, 10]. See text for further
explanations.

sponse, and that this di↵erence is crucial for inferring the
charge-conjugation and parity violating phase, one of the
fundamental parameters of neutrino physics, to be mea-
sured at DUNE. The rest of this paper deals succinctly
with the most salient aspects of the present calculations.

The longitudinal and transverse response functions are
defined as

R↵(q,!) =
X

f

hf |j↵(q,!)|0ihf |j↵(q,!)|0i⇤

⇥ �(Ef � ! � E0) , ↵ = L, T (1)

where |0i and |fi represent the nuclear initial and final
states of energies E0 and Ef , and jL(q,!) and jT (q,!)
are the electromagnetic charge and current operators, re-
spectively. A direct calculation of R↵(q,!) is impractical,
since it would require evaluating each individual transi-
tion amplitude |0i �! |fi induced by the charge and cur-
rent operators. To circumvent this di�culty, the use of
integral transform techniques has proven to be quite help-
ful. One such approach is based on the Laplace transform

 Two-body currents generate additional strength in over the whole quasi-elastic region

 Correlations redistribute strength from the quasi-elastic peak to high-energy transfer regions 
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clear matter and associated Coulomb sum rule [18]. Such
a model does not explain the large enhancement of the
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dence in the quenching of the longitudinal one. It should
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of the electromagnetic response of nuclei emerges, which
is at variance with the conventional one of quasi-elastic
scattering as being dominated by single-nucleon knock-
out. This fact also has implications for the nuclear weak
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by charge-changing and neutral current processes. In
particular, the energy dependence of the cross section
is quite important in extracting neutrino oscillation pa-
rameters. An earlier study of the sum rules associated
with the weak transverse and vector-axial interference re-
sponse functions in 12C found [27] a large enhancement
due to two-body currents in both the vector and axial
components of the neutral current. Only neutral weak
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expect these conclusions to remain valid in the case of
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Electromagnetic longitudinal response
functions of 12C for q in the range (300–570) MeV. Exper-
imental data are from Refs. [9, 10]. See text for further
explanations.

sponse, and that this di↵erence is crucial for inferring the
charge-conjugation and parity violating phase, one of the
fundamental parameters of neutrino physics, to be mea-
sured at DUNE. The rest of this paper deals succinctly
with the most salient aspects of the present calculations.

The longitudinal and transverse response functions are
defined as

R↵(q,!) =
X

f

hf |j↵(q,!)|0ihf |j↵(q,!)|0i⇤

⇥ �(Ef � ! � E0) , ↵ = L, T (1)

where |0i and |fi represent the nuclear initial and final
states of energies E0 and Ef , and jL(q,!) and jT (q,!)
are the electromagnetic charge and current operators, re-
spectively. A direct calculation of R↵(q,!) is impractical,
since it would require evaluating each individual transi-
tion amplitude |0i �! |fi induced by the charge and cur-
rent operators. To circumvent this di�culty, the use of
integral transform techniques has proven to be quite help-
ful. One such approach is based on the Laplace transform

12C, q=570 MeV
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FIG. 4. MiniBooNE flux-folded double di↵erential cross sections per target neutron for ⌫µ-CCQE scattering on 12C, displayed
as a function of the muon kinetic energy (Tµ) for di↵erent ranges of cos ✓µ. The experimental data and their shape uncertainties
are from Ref. [41]. The additional 10.7% normalization uncertainty is not shown here.

the (spurious) excess strength in the PWIA cross sections
(in the same forward-angle kinematics) matches the in-
crease produced by two-body currents in the GFMC cal-
culations (di↵erence between the GFMC 1b and GFMC
12b curves). This should be viewed as accidental.

Second, the PWIA and PWIA-R cross sections are
very close to each other, except in the ⌫ case at back-
ward angles. In this kinematical regime there are large
cancelations between the dominant terms proportional
to the transverse and interference response functions; in-
deed, as ✓µ changes from 0� to about 90�, the ⌫ cross
section drops by an order of magnitude. As already
noted, these cancellations are also observed in the com-
plete (GFMC 12b) calculation, and lead to the rather
broad uncertainty bands in Fig. 5. Aside from this qual-
ification, however, the closeness between the PWIA and
PWIA-R results provides corroboration for the validity
of the rescaling procedure of the electroweak form fac-
tors, needed to carry out the GFMC computation of the
Euclidean response functions.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have reported on an ab initio study, based on re-
alistic nuclear interactions and electroweak currents, of
neutrino (and antineutrino) inclusive scattering on 12C in
the CCQE regime of the MiniBooNE and T2K data. Nu-
clear response functions have been calculated with QMC
methods and, therefore, within the description of nuclear
dynamics that we have adopted here, fully include the
e↵ects of many-body correlations induced by the inter-
actions in the initial and final states, and correctly ac-
count for the important (constructive) interference be-
tween one- and two-body current contributions. This
interference leads to a significant increase in the cross-
section results obtained in impulse approximation, and
is important for bringing theory into much better agree-
ment with experiment.

The nucleon and nucleon-to-� electroweak form fac-
tors entering the currents have been taken from mod-
ern parameterizations of elastic electron scattering data
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FIG. 4. MiniBooNE flux-folded double di↵erential cross sections per target neutron for ⌫µ-CCQE scattering on 12C, displayed
as a function of the muon kinetic energy (Tµ) for di↵erent ranges of cos ✓µ. The experimental data and their shape uncertainties
are from Ref. [41]. The additional 10.7% normalization uncertainty is not shown here.

the (spurious) excess strength in the PWIA cross sections
(in the same forward-angle kinematics) matches the in-
crease produced by two-body currents in the GFMC cal-
culations (di↵erence between the GFMC 1b and GFMC
12b curves). This should be viewed as accidental.

Second, the PWIA and PWIA-R cross sections are
very close to each other, except in the ⌫ case at back-
ward angles. In this kinematical regime there are large
cancelations between the dominant terms proportional
to the transverse and interference response functions; in-
deed, as ✓µ changes from 0� to about 90�, the ⌫ cross
section drops by an order of magnitude. As already
noted, these cancellations are also observed in the com-
plete (GFMC 12b) calculation, and lead to the rather
broad uncertainty bands in Fig. 5. Aside from this qual-
ification, however, the closeness between the PWIA and
PWIA-R results provides corroboration for the validity
of the rescaling procedure of the electroweak form fac-
tors, needed to carry out the GFMC computation of the
Euclidean response functions.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have reported on an ab initio study, based on re-
alistic nuclear interactions and electroweak currents, of
neutrino (and antineutrino) inclusive scattering on 12C in
the CCQE regime of the MiniBooNE and T2K data. Nu-
clear response functions have been calculated with QMC
methods and, therefore, within the description of nuclear
dynamics that we have adopted here, fully include the
e↵ects of many-body correlations induced by the inter-
actions in the initial and final states, and correctly ac-
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FIG. 4. MiniBooNE flux-folded double di↵erential cross sections per target neutron for ⌫µ-CCQE scattering on 12C, displayed
as a function of the muon kinetic energy (Tµ) for di↵erent ranges of cos ✓µ. The experimental data and their shape uncertainties
are from Ref. [41]. The additional 10.7% normalization uncertainty is not shown here.

the (spurious) excess strength in the PWIA cross sections
(in the same forward-angle kinematics) matches the in-
crease produced by two-body currents in the GFMC cal-
culations (di↵erence between the GFMC 1b and GFMC
12b curves). This should be viewed as accidental.

Second, the PWIA and PWIA-R cross sections are
very close to each other, except in the ⌫ case at back-
ward angles. In this kinematical regime there are large
cancelations between the dominant terms proportional
to the transverse and interference response functions; in-
deed, as ✓µ changes from 0� to about 90�, the ⌫ cross
section drops by an order of magnitude. As already
noted, these cancellations are also observed in the com-
plete (GFMC 12b) calculation, and lead to the rather
broad uncertainty bands in Fig. 5. Aside from this qual-
ification, however, the closeness between the PWIA and
PWIA-R results provides corroboration for the validity
of the rescaling procedure of the electroweak form fac-
tors, needed to carry out the GFMC computation of the
Euclidean response functions.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have reported on an ab initio study, based on re-
alistic nuclear interactions and electroweak currents, of
neutrino (and antineutrino) inclusive scattering on 12C in
the CCQE regime of the MiniBooNE and T2K data. Nu-
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e↵ects of many-body correlations induced by the inter-
actions in the initial and final states, and correctly ac-
count for the important (constructive) interference be-
tween one- and two-body current contributions. This
interference leads to a significant increase in the cross-
section results obtained in impulse approximation, and
is important for bringing theory into much better agree-
ment with experiment.
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as a function of the muon kinetic energy (Tµ) for di↵erent ranges of cos ✓µ. The experimental data and their shape uncertainties
are from Ref. [41]. The additional 10.7% normalization uncertainty is not shown here.

the (spurious) excess strength in the PWIA cross sections
(in the same forward-angle kinematics) matches the in-
crease produced by two-body currents in the GFMC cal-
culations (di↵erence between the GFMC 1b and GFMC
12b curves). This should be viewed as accidental.

Second, the PWIA and PWIA-R cross sections are
very close to each other, except in the ⌫ case at back-
ward angles. In this kinematical regime there are large
cancelations between the dominant terms proportional
to the transverse and interference response functions; in-
deed, as ✓µ changes from 0� to about 90�, the ⌫ cross
section drops by an order of magnitude. As already
noted, these cancellations are also observed in the com-
plete (GFMC 12b) calculation, and lead to the rather
broad uncertainty bands in Fig. 5. Aside from this qual-
ification, however, the closeness between the PWIA and
PWIA-R results provides corroboration for the validity
of the rescaling procedure of the electroweak form fac-
tors, needed to carry out the GFMC computation of the
Euclidean response functions.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have reported on an ab initio study, based on re-
alistic nuclear interactions and electroweak currents, of
neutrino (and antineutrino) inclusive scattering on 12C in
the CCQE regime of the MiniBooNE and T2K data. Nu-
clear response functions have been calculated with QMC
methods and, therefore, within the description of nuclear
dynamics that we have adopted here, fully include the
e↵ects of many-body correlations induced by the inter-
actions in the initial and final states, and correctly ac-
count for the important (constructive) interference be-
tween one- and two-body current contributions. This
interference leads to a significant increase in the cross-
section results obtained in impulse approximation, and
is important for bringing theory into much better agree-
ment with experiment.

The nucleon and nucleon-to-� electroweak form fac-
tors entering the currents have been taken from mod-
ern parameterizations of elastic electron scattering data
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FIG. 6. T2K flux-folded double di↵erential cross sections per target neutron for ⌫µ-CCQE scattering on 12C, displayed as a
function of the muon momentum pµ for di↵erent ranges of cos ✓µ. The experimental data and their shape uncertainties are
from Ref. [43].

view of the large errors and large normalization uncer-
tainties of the MiniBooNE and T2K data, however, we
caution the reader from drawing too definite conclusions
from the present analysis.

Of course, many challenges lie ahead, to mention just
three: the inclusion of relativity and pion-production
mechanisms, and the treatment of heavier nuclei (no-
tably 40Ar). While some of these issues, for example the
implementation of relativistic dynamics via a relativistic
Hamiltonian along the lines of Ref. [66], could conceiv-
ably be incorporated in the present GFMC approach, it
is out of the question that such an approach could be uti-
lized to describe the �-resonance region of the cross sec-
tion or, even more remotely, extended to nuclei with mass
number much larger than 12, at least for the foreseeable
future. In fact, it maybe unnecessary, as more approxi-
mate methods exist to deal e↵ectively with some of these
challenges, including factorization approaches based on
one- and two-nucleon spectral functions [24, 67] or on
the short-time approximation of the nuclear many-body

propagator [63] for relativity and pion production, and
auxiliary-field-di↵usion Monte Carlo methods [68] to de-
scribe the ground states of medium-weight nuclei. We
are optimistic that the next few years will witness sub-
stantive progress in the further development and imple-
mentation of these approximate methods to address the
high-energy region of the nuclear electroweak response.
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FIG. 6. T2K flux-folded double di↵erential cross sections per target neutron for ⌫µ-CCQE scattering on 12C, displayed as a
function of the muon momentum pµ for di↵erent ranges of cos ✓µ. The experimental data and their shape uncertainties are
from Ref. [43].

view of the large errors and large normalization uncer-
tainties of the MiniBooNE and T2K data, however, we
caution the reader from drawing too definite conclusions
from the present analysis.

Of course, many challenges lie ahead, to mention just
three: the inclusion of relativity and pion-production
mechanisms, and the treatment of heavier nuclei (no-
tably 40Ar). While some of these issues, for example the
implementation of relativistic dynamics via a relativistic
Hamiltonian along the lines of Ref. [66], could conceiv-
ably be incorporated in the present GFMC approach, it
is out of the question that such an approach could be uti-
lized to describe the �-resonance region of the cross sec-
tion or, even more remotely, extended to nuclei with mass
number much larger than 12, at least for the foreseeable
future. In fact, it maybe unnecessary, as more approxi-
mate methods exist to deal e↵ectively with some of these
challenges, including factorization approaches based on
one- and two-nucleon spectral functions [24, 67] or on
the short-time approximation of the nuclear many-body

propagator [63] for relativity and pion production, and
auxiliary-field-di↵usion Monte Carlo methods [68] to de-
scribe the ground states of medium-weight nuclei. We
are optimistic that the next few years will witness sub-
stantive progress in the further development and imple-
mentation of these approximate methods to address the
high-energy region of the nuclear electroweak response.
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view of the large errors and large normalization uncer-
tainties of the MiniBooNE and T2K data, however, we
caution the reader from drawing too definite conclusions
from the present analysis.

Of course, many challenges lie ahead, to mention just
three: the inclusion of relativity and pion-production
mechanisms, and the treatment of heavier nuclei (no-
tably 40Ar). While some of these issues, for example the
implementation of relativistic dynamics via a relativistic
Hamiltonian along the lines of Ref. [66], could conceiv-
ably be incorporated in the present GFMC approach, it
is out of the question that such an approach could be uti-
lized to describe the �-resonance region of the cross sec-
tion or, even more remotely, extended to nuclei with mass
number much larger than 12, at least for the foreseeable
future. In fact, it maybe unnecessary, as more approxi-
mate methods exist to deal e↵ectively with some of these
challenges, including factorization approaches based on
one- and two-nucleon spectral functions [24, 67] or on
the short-time approximation of the nuclear many-body

propagator [63] for relativity and pion production, and
auxiliary-field-di↵usion Monte Carlo methods [68] to de-
scribe the ground states of medium-weight nuclei. We
are optimistic that the next few years will witness sub-
stantive progress in the further development and imple-
mentation of these approximate methods to address the
high-energy region of the nuclear electroweak response.
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The auxiliary-field diffusion Monte Carlo method allows to treat 16O and beyond by sampling the 
spin-isospin degrees of freedom

BEYOND 12C: AFDMC AND MACHINE LEARNING

We extensively developed the AFDMC to compute the Euclidean response functions

• Excellent agreement with the GFMC in the 4He case;  
• Somewhat noisier estimates in 16O because of the fermion-sign problem; 



We developed an artificial-neural network approach suitable to invert the Laplace transform that:

BEYOND 12C: AFDMC AND MACHINE LEARNING

• Outperforms Maximum Entropy, especially in the low-energy region;

8

FIG. 6: Comparison between the Phys-NN and MaxEnt reconstructions for the one-peak dataset. The top row
displays the response functions and the bottom row the corresponding Euclidean responses.

FIG. 7: Same as Fig. 6 for the two-peaks dataset.

possible to the original ones, we observe a much smaller
spread of 1�R

2
R

and SR values compared with MaxEnt.
This behavior, which is exhibited across the one-peak,
two-peak, and combined datasets, provides additional
support for Phys-NN’s reconstruction performance.

Because the historic MaxEnt algorithm is based on �
2
E

minimization, the resulting distributions of �
2
E

for both
the one-peak dataset and the two-peak dataset are nar-
row and centered on one. The spread associated with
the Phys-NN results is larger. To investigate correlations
between �

2
E

and SR, in Fig. 5 we show scatter plots for
the one-peak and two-peak datasets. Some correlation is
visible in the Phys-NN results, displayed in the top two
panels, especially for the two-peak dataset. Conversely,

the MaxEnt scatter plots show no correlation between
�

2
E

and SR, since the �
2
E

values are relatively constant
around one, even for widely di↵erent SR. The correla-
tions between �

2
E

and 1�R
2
R

exhibit an almost identical
pattern and are thus not included here.

Direct comparison of Phys-NN and MaxEnt outputs
is presented in Fig. 6, where we display the Phys-NN
best (left panels), average (central panels), and worst
(right panels) reconstructed response functions, accord-
ing to the SR values of the Phys-NN results, and the
corresponding Euclidean responses from the one-peak
dataset. Here, the training is performed on the com-
bined dataset, to better test whether Phys-NN is able
to learn how to simultaneously reconstruct one-peak and

K. Raghavan, AL, al., PRC 103, 035502 (2021)



We developed an artificial-neural network approach suitable to invert the Laplace transform that:

BEYOND 12C: AFDMC AND MACHINE LEARNING

• Provides robust estimates of the uncertainty of the inversion; 
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ACCELERATOR NEUTRINO EXPERIMENTS
Achieving a robust description of the reaction mechanisms at play in accelerator-neutrino experiments 
is a formidable nuclear-theory challenge

d�
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• Realistic description of nuclear 
correlations 

• Relativistic effects in the current 
operators and kinematics

• Description of resonance-
production and DIS region



FACTORIZATION SCHEME
At large momentum transfer, the scattering reduces to the sum of individual terms
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Ef = EA�1
f + e(p)
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The incoherent contribution of the one-body response reads
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'<latexit sha1_base64="4O7VxiG+EB1A9Xs+L4BDEGeKKiM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4O7VxiG+EB1A9Xs+L4BDEGeKKiM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4O7VxiG+EB1A9Xs+L4BDEGeKKiM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4O7VxiG+EB1A9Xs+L4BDEGeKKiM=">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</latexit>
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We include excitations of the A-1 final state with two nucleons in the continuum

=<latexit sha1_base64="33ew+UheUdP924hvUce1/B3Lwkc=">AAACb3icbVHLattAFB0rbeO6SfPoootCGWoCzSZIIZBsAoZsukygfoAlzGh0bQ+eh5i5SjBCX5Bt8nH5jPxBRrIXtdMLA4dzz+HcuTfNpXAYhi+tYOfDx0+77c+dL3v7Xw8Oj44HzhSWQ58baewoZQ6k0NBHgRJGuQWmUgnDdHFT94f3YJ0w+i8uc0gUm2kxFZyhp+6uJ4fd8Cxsir4H0Rp0ybpuJ0etUZwZXijQyCVzbhyFOSYlsyi4hKoTFw5yxhdsBmMPNVPgkrKZtKInnsno1Fj/NNKG/ddRMuXcUqVeqRjO3XavJv/XGxc4vUpKofMCQfNV0LSQFA2tv00zYYGjXHrAuBV+VsrnzDKOfjkbKTPQzQQbZB2IxkhXdTqxhgdulGI6K+P0Hng1jhKPjMxqo5G07EZVtaWbM2x0m8LY0yu5N/hbRNubfw8G52eRx3cX3d7V+ipt8oP8Ir9JRC5Jj/wht6RPOAHySJ7Ic+s1+B78DOhKGrTWnm9ko4LTNztXvxw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="33ew+UheUdP924hvUce1/B3Lwkc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="33ew+UheUdP924hvUce1/B3Lwkc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="33ew+UheUdP924hvUce1/B3Lwkc=">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</latexit> +
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EXTENDED FACTORIZATION SCHEME
Using relativistic MEC requires extending the factorization scheme to two-nucleon emissions
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We compute electron and neutrino inclusive cross sections using CBF and SCGF spectral functions

3

e↵ect, not accounted for within the independent particle
model. As a consequence, the calculation of Wµ⌫

2p2h,11,
describing processes in which the momentum q is trans-
ferred to a single high-momentum nucleon, requires the
continuum component of the hole spectral function.

The second term in the right hand side of Eq. (7),

involving the matrix elements of the two-nucleon current,
is written in terms of the two-nucleon spectral function
[17]. The explicit expressions of Wµ⌫

2p2h,11 and Wµ⌫
2p2h,22

are reported in Ref. [16].
Finally, Wµ⌫

2p2h,12, taking into account interference con-
tributions, involves the nuclear overlaps defined in both
Eqs. (4) and (6). The resulting expression is

Wµ⌫
2p2h,12 =

Z
d3k d3⇠ d3⇠0 d3h d3h0d3p d3p0�hh0

⇠⇠0
⇤ h

�hh0p0

k hk|jµ1 |pi + �hh0p
k hk|jµ2 |p0i

i
(8)

⇥ hpp0|j⌫12|⇠, ⇠0i �(h+ h0 + q � p � p0)�(! + eh + eh0 � ep � ep0)✓(|p| � kF )✓(|p0| � kF ) + h.c. .

We have compared the results of our approach to the
measured electron-carbon cross sections in two di↵erent
kinematical setups, corresponding to momentum transfer
300 . |q| . 800 MeV. The calculations have been car-
ried out using the carbon spectral function of Ref. [18]
and the 1h contribution to the nuclear matter spectral
function of Ref. [19], as discussed in Ref. [16]. The 2h1p
amplitude, needed to evaluate the interference term, has
been also computed for nuclear matter at equilibrium
density. In the quasi elastic channel we have used the
parametrization of the vector form factors of Ref. [20],
whereas the inelastic nucleon structure functions have
been taken from Refs. [21, 22].

Figure 2 shows the electron-carbon cross section at
beam energy Ee = 680 MeV and scattering angle ✓e =
36 deg (A) , Ee = 1300 MeV and ✓e = 37.5 deg (B) .
The solid and dashed lines correspond to the results of
the full calculation and to the one-body current contribu-
tion, respectively. The pure two-body current contribu-
tion and the one arising from interference are illustrated
by the dot-dash and dotted line, respectively. In the
kinematics of panel (A) the two-body currents play an
almost negligible role. The significant lack of strength in
the �-production region, discussed in Ref. [25], is likely
to be due to inadequacy of the structure functions of
Refs. [21, 22] to describe the region of Q2 <⇠ 0.2 GeV2,
while the shift in the position of the quasi-elastic peak
has to be ascribed to the e↵ects of FSI, which are not
taken into account.

At the larger beam energy and Q2 corresponding to
panel (B), the agreement between theory and data is
significantly improved, and the contribution of the two-
nucleon current turns out to substantially increase the
cross section in the dip region.

In inclusive processes, FSI have two e↵ects: a shift of
the cross section, arising from the interaction between
the struck nucleon and the mean field generated by the
spectator particles, and a redistribution of the strength
from the quasi-elastic peak to the tails. The theoretical
approach for the description of FSI within the spectral
function formalism is discussed in Refs. [12, 13, 26].

FIG. 2. (color online) (A): Double di↵erential cross section
of the process e + 12C ! e0 + X at beam energy Ee = 680
MeV and scattering angle ✓e = 37.5 deg. The solid line shows
the result of the full calculation, while the dashed line has
been obtained including the one-body current only. The con-
tributions arising from the two-nucleon current are illustrated
by the dot-dash and dotted lines, corresponding to the pure
two-body current transition probability and to the interfer-
ence term, respectively. The experimental data are taken
from Ref. [23]. (B) same as (A) but for Ee = 1300 MeV and
✓e = 37.5 deg.The experimental data are taken from Ref. [24].

According to Ref. [26], the di↵erential cross section can
be written in the convolution form

d�FSI(!) =

Z
d!0fq(! � !0 � UV )d�(!

0) , (9)

where d� denotes the cross section in the absence of FSI,
the e↵ects of which are accounted for by the folding func-
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FIG. 5. Same as for Fig. 3 but for the NC inclusive di↵erential cross sections.

nian, as well as a more accurate treatment of FSI.
The results for the NC double di↵erential cross sec-

tions of ⌫µ and ⌫̄µ scattering o↵ 12C and 16O nuclei are
displayed in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, respectively. We consider
the same kinematics as before, namely E⌫ = 1 GeV and
✓µ = 30� and ✓µ = 70�. There is an overall good agree-
ment between the CBF and SCGF predictions, particu-
larly apparent for the 12C nucleus, as already observed
for CC transitions. Consistently with the CC case, two-
body terms mostly a↵ect the dip region, although for
anti-neutrino scattering and 70� they also provide excess
strength in the quasielastic-peak region.

In Fig. 7 we display the total cross section per nu-
cleon as a function of the neutrino energy, compared to
the values extracted from the analysis carried out by the
MiniBooNE collaboration [35, 87]. Consistently with our
findings relative to the double-di↵erential cross sections,

MEC substantially increase one-body results over the en-
tire range of incoming neutrino energy. We also note
that the curves referring to the CBF and SCGF hole SFs
are almost superimposed, a further validation of the ro-
bustness of our predictions. The overall good agreement
with experimental values, achieved once that two-body
currents are accounted for, must not be overrated, for
at least two main reasons. When reconstructing the in-
coming energy, a relativistic Fermi gas is employed in
the event-generator and only one-body scattering pro-
cesses are accounted for. It has been argued that both
two-body currents [22, 88, 89] and a realistic description
of the target state are likely to alter the reconstructed
value of E⌫,⌫̄ . In addition, the MiniBooNE analysis of
the data corrects (through a Monte Carlo estimate) for
some of these events, where in the neutrino interaction
a real pion is produced, but it escapes detection because

N. Rocco, et al. PRL. 116 192501 (2016) N. Rocco, et al. PRC 99 025502 (2019)
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nian, as well as a more accurate treatment of FSI.
The results for the NC double di↵erential cross sec-

tions of ⌫µ and ⌫̄µ scattering o↵ 12C and 16O nuclei are
displayed in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, respectively. We consider
the same kinematics as before, namely E⌫ = 1 GeV and
✓µ = 30� and ✓µ = 70�. There is an overall good agree-
ment between the CBF and SCGF predictions, particu-
larly apparent for the 12C nucleus, as already observed
for CC transitions. Consistently with the CC case, two-
body terms mostly a↵ect the dip region, although for
anti-neutrino scattering and 70� they also provide excess
strength in the quasielastic-peak region.

In Fig. 7 we display the total cross section per nu-
cleon as a function of the neutrino energy, compared to
the values extracted from the analysis carried out by the
MiniBooNE collaboration [35, 87]. Consistently with our
findings relative to the double-di↵erential cross sections,

MEC substantially increase one-body results over the en-
tire range of incoming neutrino energy. We also note
that the curves referring to the CBF and SCGF hole SFs
are almost superimposed, a further validation of the ro-
bustness of our predictions. The overall good agreement
with experimental values, achieved once that two-body
currents are accounted for, must not be overrated, for
at least two main reasons. When reconstructing the in-
coming energy, a relativistic Fermi gas is employed in
the event-generator and only one-body scattering pro-
cesses are accounted for. It has been argued that both
two-body currents [22, 88, 89] and a realistic description
of the target state are likely to alter the reconstructed
value of E⌫,⌫̄ . In addition, the MiniBooNE analysis of
the data corrects (through a Monte Carlo estimate) for
some of these events, where in the neutrino interaction
a real pion is produced, but it escapes detection because
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EXTENDED FACTORIZATION SCHEME
The factorization scheme can be further extended to include real pions in the final state

The DCC model, suitable to accurately describe single-nucleon pion-production, is folded with a 
realistic spectral function  

N. Rocco, et al. PRC 100, 045503 (2019)
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FIG. 11. Double-di↵erential cross section for the ⌫µ + 12C ! µ� + X process at E⌫ = 1000MeV,

✓µ = 30� (upper panel), and E⌫ = 1000MeV, ✓µ = 70� (lower panel). The di↵erent curves are the

same as in Fig. 10.
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FIG. 10. Electron- 12C scattering cross sections for four di↵erent combinations of Ee and ✓e.

The short-dashed (blue) line and dashed (red) line correspond to the one- and two-body current

contributions, respectively. The IA results in the quasi-elastic peak has been corrected to include

FSI following Ref. [18]. The dash-dotted (magenta) lines represnt ⇡ production contributions. The

solid (black) line is the total results obtained summing the three di↵erent terms. Note that all of

them have been obtained using the generalized factorization scheme and the SF of Ref. [11].

The results obtained for the double-di↵erential CC ⌫µ-12C scattering cross sections are

shown in Fig. 11 for E⌫ = 1 GeV, ✓µ = 30� (upper panel), and E⌫ = 1 GeV, ✓µ = 70� (lower

panel). The calculations have been carried out within the same framework employed in the

electromagnetic case. The only additional ingredients are the axial terms in the di↵erent

current operators and in the ⇡-production amplitudes. Consistently with the results of

Fig. 10 and with Ref. [29], the relative strength of the MEC contribution increases with the

scattering angle, reflecting the primarily transverse nature of this term even when axial terms

are present. To the best of our knowledge, precise inclusive neutrino double-di↵erential cross

section data covering the �(1232) region are not available, yet. Comparing our theoretical

calculations with such data requires a convolution with the neutrino energy spectrum of the

experiments.
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QMC-BASED SPECTRAL FUNCTION
The hole spectral function is a sum of two contributions
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Computed from the short-range contributions 
of VMC two-body momentum distributions
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QMC-BASED SPECTRAL FUNCTION
We compare the inclusive electron-3He cross section obtained with the QMC spectral functions 
and those computed within the GFMC and STA approaches

13

FIG. 7: Inclusive double-di↵erential cross sections for electron scattering on 3He.

13

FIG. 7: Inclusive double-di↵erential cross sections for electron scattering on 3He.

We are using the same strategy to compute the spectral function of 12C.

3He 3He

L. Andreoli, AL, et al. PRC 105, 014002 (2022)
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The propagation of nucleons through the nuclear medium is crucial in the analysis of electron-
nucleus scattering and neutrino oscillation experiments.

QMC-BASED INTRANUCLEAR CASCADE

Final state interactions

Introduction

MC generators

NuWro

Final state interactions
FSI
Intranuclear cascade
LP e!ect
Formation time
NOMAD
NC !
Summary

MB NCEL analysis

Backup slides

Tomasz Golan NuWro @ HEP UW 39 / 61

FSI describe the propagation of particles created in a primary
neutrino interaction through nucleus

All MC generators (but GIBUU) use intranuclear cascade model

Ingredients: 
• Propagation of particles  
• Elastic scattering 
• Pion Production  
• Pion Absorption  

Figure from T. Golan

We have developed a semi-classical intra-nuclear cascade (INC) that assume classical 
propagation between consecutive scatterings and use QMC configurations as inputs;
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FIG. 4: Proton-proton (top panel) and proton-neutron
(bottom panel) correlation functions in carbon from
Green’s function Monte Carlo (red) and mean field

(blue) configurations.

the magnitude of the three-momentum is randomly sam-
pled in the interval [0, kN

F (r)] where kN
F (r) is the Fermi

Momentum defined in terms of the single nucleon den-
sity kN

F (r) = (⇢N (r)3⇡3)1/3 and N = p, n. In the case
of the global Fermi gas, the momentum is determined in
the same way, but kN

F is position independent. The lo-
cal Fermi gas model is known to provide a more realistic
nucleon momentum distribution for finite nuclei than the
global Fermi gas. For this reason, although both mod-
els are implemented in our code, we only present results
based on the local Fermi gas predictions. In the future,
we plan to include more accurate nucleon momentum dis-
tribution, based on state-of-the-art many-body calcula-
tions that properly account for nuclear correlations.

C. Nucleon-nucleon interaction algorithm

To check if an interaction between nucleons occurs,
an accept-reject test is performed on the closest nu-
cleon according to a probability distribution P (b) (see
e.g. Ref. [62] for similar considerations) where b is the
impact parameter. We impose two conditions on this
probability,

P (0) = 1 and

Z 2⇡

0

Z 1

0
d' bdbP (b) = �, (6)

where the cross section � depends on the incoming parti-
cle content and the center-of-mass energy, which is sam-
pled from the nuclear configuration. The second condi-
tion ensures that the mean free path of a nucleon trav-
eling in a medium of uniform density is �mfp = 1/�⇢̄,
where ⇢̄ is the number density.
Two implementations of P (b) have been studied here.

The first we dub the cylinder interaction probability,

Pcyl(b) = ⇥(�/⇡ � b2), (7)

where ⇥(x) = 1 if x � 0, else ⇥(x) = 0. This probability
mimics a more classical, billiard ball like system, where
each billiard ball has a radius ⇡

p
�/⇡. The second

implementation is the Gaussian interaction probability

PGau(b) ⌘ exp

✓
�⇡b2

�

◆
, (8)

which is inspired by the work of Ref. [62]. Both
Pcyl and PGau satisfy the conditions in Eq. (6). We
use the nucleon-nucleon cross sections from the SAID
database [63] obtained using GEANT4 [64], or from the
NASA parametrization [65].

D. Phase space, Pauli blocking and
after-interaction

If an interaction occurred, the phase space of the
outgoing particles is generated using fully di↵erential
nucleon-nucleon cross sections. Note that, at the mo-
ment, we only include protons and neutrons in our INC
model. Pauli blocking enforces Fermi-Dirac statistics for
the nucleons and amounts to testing whether their final-
state momenta are above the Fermi momentum. Two dif-
ferent models of the Pauli exclusion principle have been
approximately implemented. The global and local Pauli
blocking routines essentially forbid a scattering if the mo-
mentum of any of the final state particles is below the av-
erage Fermi momentum (for the global Fermi gas model)
or the local Fermi momentum (for the local Fermi gas
model), respectively. We emphasize again that, although
we have implemented the global Fermi gas model, we do
not report any results using it.
If the interaction took place, the outgoing particles are

both treated as propagating particles, and a formation

There is an enhancement of the neutron-proton two-body density distribution, consistent with 
the dominance of neutron-proton over proton-proton SRC pairs for a variety of nuclei

22
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<latexit sha1_base64="ilBu4NPbtJV5YkO7ToFqXqmoWQo=">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</latexit>

d`

<latexit sha1_base64="4hy620IyIRR0eLcRReiQBxyyiKw=">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</latexit>p
�/⇡
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QMC-BASED INTRANUCLEAR CASCADE
To check whether an interaction has occurred we 
consider an accept/reject algorithm based on a 
“cylinder” and a “gaussian” distributions

<latexit sha1_base64="e7BaSB+PoBXODQUFnjJGf5hOq/c=">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</latexit>

Pcyl(b) = ✓(�/⇡ � b2)
<latexit sha1_base64="iyDEer7ck+lzHzgX3oNNc0i6PCc=">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</latexit>

PGau(b) = exp

✓
�⇡b2

�

◆

<latexit sha1_base64="v1PG7h6V4p8IDSplLisT0Z2oEfc=">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</latexit>

Pint = (⇢p�p + ⇢n�n)d`

We have also implemented a standard mean 
free path approach
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PROTON-CARBON CROSS SECTION
Reproducing proton-nucleus cross section 
measurements is an important test for INC. 

• We define a beam of protons with kinetic 
energy Tp, uniformly distributed over an 
area A;

• We propagate each proton in time and 
check for scattering at each step;

• Monte Carlo cross section is defined as:

�MC = A
Nscat

Ntot

Solid lines: elastic NN cross-section 
Dashed lines: total NN cross section 

7

path, allowing us to proceed to more complex tests of our
INC.

B. Proton-carbon Scattering Data

Reproducing the proton-nucleus cross section measure-
ments is an important test of the accuracy of the INC
model. Proton-nucleus scattering probes the nucleon-
nucleon cross section which is typically divided into two
pieces, the reaction and the elastic cross sections,

�tot = �R + �el. (12)

In the elastic part, no energy is transferred into nuclear
excitation and the nucleus remains unbroken, that is n+
A ! n+A. The reaction cross section includes transition
to nuclear excited states, n + A ! n + A⇤, as well as
inelastic reactions n + A ! X.

Several experiments have been carried out to deter-
mine the total reaction cross section, see for example
Refs. [66–71]. The latter is typically obtained by measur-
ing the total cross section from the change in intensity of
a calibrated proton beam traversing a carbon target and
then subtracting the calculated elastic cross section.

We compute �R neglecting Coulomb interactions, as
they are expected to contribute mostly to �el. We obtain
the proton-carbon scattering cross section by the follow-
ing simulation (with a di↵erent setup from the proposed
algorithm of Fig. 2). We define a beam of protons with
energy E, uniformly distributed over an area A (orthogo-
nal to the proton momenta). Note that A � ⇡R2, where
R is the radius of the carbon nucleus. The carbon nucleus
is situated in the center of the beam. We propagate each
proton in time and check for scattering at each step. The
Monte Carlo reaction cross section is then defined as the
area of the beam times the fraction of scattered events,
namely,

�MC = A
Nscat

Ntot
. (13)

This is not exactly the experimentally measured reaction
cross section. Angular and/or momentum acceptances
for the attenuated beam are finite, and we do not in-
clude these e↵ects in our calculation. Nevertheless, we
do not expect such e↵ects to change our results signif-
icantly, and thus �MC should be a good approximation
of the reaction cross section. Moreover, imposing Pauli
blocking on both outgoing nucleons will e↵ectively sup-
press the contribution of elastic transitions.

The two panels of Fig. 6 display the proton-carbon
scattering cross sections as a function of the proton ki-
netic energy. In the upper panel our Monte Carlo simu-
lations are compared with experimental data in the en-
tire energy region in which data are available [71], while
the lower panel focuses on proton kinetic energies below
200 MeV. The curves correspond to di↵erent implemen-
tations of the INC. These implementations are composed
of three ingredients, namely,

FIG. 6: Proton-carbon scattering total cross section as
a function of the incoming proton kinetic energy. In the

upper panel the entire energy range for which
experimental data are available is shown. In the lower
panel the low energy region is magnified. The red and
blue curves correspond to the cylinder algorithm where
the mean field (MF) and quantum Monte Carlo (QMC)
configurations have been used, respectively. The green
and orange curves are the same but for the Gaussian
interaction probability. The results displayed in purple
refers to the mean free path (MFP) calculations. The
solid and dashed curves corresponds to the use of the

GEANT4 [64] and NASA [65] parametrization of the cross
section in the interaction probability, respectively. The

data points are from Ref. [71]

1. Nuclear configuration: quantum Monte Carlo
(QMC) or mean field (MF);

2. Interaction model: cylinder (cyl), Gaussian
(Gauss), or mean free path (MFP);

3. Nucleon-nucleon cross section: elastic (El) or total
(Tot).

J. Isaacson, et al., PRC 103, 015502 (2021)

See also S. Dytman et al., 2103.07535 
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FIG. 7: Carbon transparency as a function of the
proton kinetic energy. The di↵erent curves indicate
di↵erent approaches used as described in Fig. 6. The
experimental data are taken from Refs. [4, 6, 7, 74–76]

energy and scattering angle of the electron, one can un-
ambiguously define the momentum q transferred to the
target nucleus. The direction and the momentum of the
nucleon in the final state has to be determined apply-
ing energy- and momentum-conservation relations and
accounting for the Fermi motion of the struck nucleon in
the initial state. It follows that defining the kinematics of
the hadronic final state after the hard scattering depends
on the nuclear model of choice. However, in the analysis
of di↵erent experiments, the data are given as a function
of the average nucleon momentum (and kinetic energy)
given by p = q (Tp =

p
|q|2 + m2

N � mN ).
In Fig. 7 we compare the nuclear transparency data

from Refs. [4, 74] to our predictions. The di↵erent lines
are the same as for Fig. 6. We find an overall satis-
factory agreement between the Gaussian and cylinder
curves with the experimental data once inelastic e↵ects
are taken into consideration; this corresponds to the re-
sults using the NASA parametrization for the nucleon-
nucleon cross sections. For moderate to large values of
the proton kinetic energy, pions play an important role
in quenching the transparency. Moreover, the Gaussian
and cylinder curves exhibit correct behavior consistent
with the data also for small Tp where the simplified MFP
model described above fails. As in Fig. 6, we observe
very small di↵erences between the QMC and MF calcu-
lations. For low and intermediate kinetic energies, the
transparency obtained from the MFP approach is much
smaller than the corresponding results for the cylinder
and Gaussian curves.

Finally, we discuss the origin of the discrepancies be-
tween the MFP and the cylinder algorithm with MF
configurations for the p-carbon cross section and carbon
transparency. Both approaches rely on the single-nucleon
density distribution to sample the initial nucleon posi-

p
�/⇡

d`

r1
p

�/⇡

d`
x
r1

FIG. 8: Left panel: a schematic picture of an external
proton scattering o↵ the nucleus. The distance from the

proton to the center of the nucleus is r1, and the
propagation step is d`. The radius of the cylinder is

given by
p

�/⇡ where � is the interaction cross section
between the proton and a background particle; d` is

also the height of the cylinder. Right panel: same as for
the left one, but for a nucleon kicked inside the nucleus.
This follows what is done in the nuclear transparency

event simulations.

tions (nuclear correlations are neglected) but use di↵er-
ent definitions of the interaction probability. The left
panel of Fig. 8 schematically shows one contribution to
the p-carbon cross section in which the proton is at a dis-
tance r1 larger than the nuclear radius. In the cylinder
algorithm, the interaction probability is equal to one if a
particle is present in the volume defined by: V = d` · �.
Both �pp and �np have a maximum for low proton mo-
mentum values. Hence, for low momenta, the probability
of interaction could be non-vanishing even when the pro-
jectile proton is far from the center of the nucleus.
On the other hand, within the MFP approach, if the
probe is outside the nucleus then the approximation of a
constant density ⇢(r1) = 0 within the volume V = d` · �
yields a vanishing interaction probability. This di↵erent
behaviour leads to a lower p-carbon cross section using
the MFP approach, as observed in Fig. 6. When com-
puting the nuclear transparency we kick a nucleon which
is located inside the nucleus as displayed in the right
panel of Fig. 8. In this case, assuming a constant density
is more likely to overestimate the interaction probabil-
ity, especially for low momenta where the cross section is
larger. This observation is consistent with Fig. 7 where
the MFP curves predict a larger number of interactions,
and therefore a lower nuclear transparency, for small Tp.

D. Correlation e↵ects

The role played by nuclear correlations in final state in-
teractions of the recoiling nucleon has been investigated
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NUCLEAR TRANSPARENCY
The nuclear transparency yields the average probability that a struck nucleon leaves the 
nucleus without interacting with the spectator particles 

• The nuclear transparency is measured in 
(e,e’p) scattering experiments

• Simulation: we randomly sample a nucleon 
inside the nucleus from our configurations 

Solid lines: elastic NN cross-section 
Dashed lines: total NN cross section 

See also S. Dytman et al., 2103.07535 

• We give this nucleon a kinetic energy Tp  and 
propagate it through the nuclear medium

TMC = 1� Nhits

Ntot

J. Isaacson, et al., PRC 103, 015502 (2021)



SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
Lepton-nucleus scattering from quantum Monte Carlo

• Validated our approach on electron-12C scattering
• Two-body currents enhance electromagnetic and charged-current responses

• Good agreement with MiniBooNE  and T2K inclusive data                    First ab-initio results!

Intra-nuclear cascade

• Two-body currents and pion-production are essential to reproduce electron-scattering data
• Need to treat two-pion production and deep-inelastic scattering regions 
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• Use the AFDMC and ML methods  to reach 16O (and beyond)

• Using VMC to construct an “ab initio” spectral function

• Validated the algorithm studying transparency and cross section 

 Extended factorization scheme

• The inclusion of the interaction vertex within the SF formalism is nearly completion
• Need to treat propagating pions and decaying resonances 


